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Egypt Before the Written History: THE LOST

KNOWLEDGE OF ANCIENT EGYPT

Mohamed Ibrahim’s new book hits #1

Best Seller on Amazon and #6 on the

Ancient Egyptian History Book List.

WESTON, FLORIDA, BROWARD,

November 29, 2023 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- New author

Mohamed Ibrahim takes readers on an

enlightening journey with his work,

“Egypt Before the Written History: The

Lost Knowledge of Ancient Egypt.”

Ibrahim navigates through the depths

of time, shedding light on forgotten

wisdom and revealing secrets,

profound insights, advanced

technologies, and esoteric knowledge.

Published through 4biddenknowledge Inc., Mohamed’s book release quickly hit Amazon’s #1

New Best Seller list within the first 24 hours of release. Ibrahim rose to #6 on the Ancient

Egyptian History booklist, competing with over 3 million other titles.

Ibrahim combines meticulous research and eloquent prose inviting readers to rediscover the

intellectual treasures unavailable from mainstream sources. He serves as a beacon, rekindling

our fascination with ancient civilizations that continue to influence our understanding of the past

and our vision for the future. As Ibrahim guides readers through the shadows of pre-written

history, he resurrects the voices of ancient Egyptians, highlighting their ingenuity in art,

architecture, and societal organization. 

“Egypt Before the Written History” is a testament to Ibrahim’s dedication to unraveling the

secrets that have long been obscured by the sands of time. Mohamed Ibrahim’s narrative

prowess and scholarly expertise converge in this compelling work, making “Egypt Before the

Written History” an indispensable addition to the library of anyone passionate about ancient

civilizations. Find this book on http://4biddenknowledge.com and Amazon.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/671690769

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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